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To help children be active observers and dynamic 
performers in their space and time, future educators 
and teachers must learn to be mediators in the 
process. We propose an Erasmus IP in which 
students and teachers from different European 
partner institutions can share experience and good 
pedagogical practices, using situations in their 
different cities (space, time, resources, barriers…) as a 
ground to understand, search and empower children’s 
voices in contemporary life.

Because we recognize creativity and expression as 
privileged languages for observing, describing and 
understanding the world/the city, it is our aim that 
this IP may give students, from different countries 
and cultures, the chance to express themselves and to 
work on their own productions (using photography, 
video, drawing, painting, modeling,…), in order to 
communicate their work to others. so, by using art 
and technology as a form of describing the world 
(ourselves, others, space, time, feelings…) and, in 
concrete, the city, we aspire to encourage students and 
teachers to intensify their capacity of observation and 
listening so that they can be mediators with children 
helping them use that same capacity.
The participants in this experience will develop their 
work in small groups, monitored by a staff member/ 
teacher, following five steps: 

Summary

(1) Choice of the urban area to be studied; 

(2) Individual visit to the chosen area in order to 
capture its atmosphere (its people, its meeting places 
versus crossing areas) and the urban furniture 
(monuments, squares, streets, limits and frontiers); 

(3) Group meetings in order to design guidelines for 
collecting the materials (graphic and audio); 

(4) Group work with the purpose of observation and 
immersion in the current life of the chosen area; 

(5) Development of a narrative, built in the studio, 
to be publicly presented to all participating groups 
thus enabling them to become conscious of the limits 
and potentials of this kind of register as well as of the 
socializing potentialities of urban spaces.

We expect that this IP promotes effective 
multidisciplinary work within each Institution and 
between them, strengthening this perspective and 
recognizing its value for teacher training. It will 
allow us to test innovative training modules aiming 
at construction of the Education City, with a strong 
belief in its importance to reinforce social bounds of 
solidarity, respect and cooperation, in which children 
have a voice and are listened to.

Taking into account what our Institution has 
learned over the last two decades - namely within 
Eu Erasmus programme - there is a particular 
question, that arises from the dialogue between 
partner institutions, regarding teacher training 
and, ultimately, aiming at a better early childhood 
education and well-being, supported by the rights 
of the Child. We ask ourselves - how are children’s 
voices present in Europe, in our countries, in different 
cities? How do we “adapt (…) to respond to the needs and 
interests of children and to encourage them to explore the built 
environment and understand how their town or city functions?” 
(in, Child in the city, 2008); How do we give them a 
chance, starting at very early stages, to participate as 
active citizens?
an Education City is built upon formal and informal 
educational resources and meanings. To help children 
be active observers of their space/time, and dynamic 
performers in that space and time, future educators 
and teachers must learn to be mediators in the 
process.

EsEI maria ulrich has from its foundation a long 
tradition in acknowledging arts, expression and 
creativity as a major area in the teaching programmes 
and in its training model.

In the 90’s, EsEI had a truly rich experience called 
“City Faces”, coordinated by Professor Pierre Babin 
(university of Lyon). This project, was an inspiration 
to our actual proposal, promoting a disciplined 
approach to observation and to experiment with a 
variety of tools for registering (photography, films, 
music) as well as the ability to create elementary 
typologies for an urban space; developing the capacity 
of decoding urban tissues, in order to improve the 
quality of perception of a given space; creating 
narratives about the city using different kinds of text 
(written, musical, graphic) which may picture urban 
life throughout the day and reinforce the skill for 
understanding and interacting with urban population 
groups.

rationale and background
to the project

This IP uses an interdisciplinary/multidisciplinary 
pedagogical approach that allows students to study 
and to understand the complex relation between 
educational, cultural, anthropological, artistic, 
technological questions related to the aims and 
objectives of the IP.
This approach stimulates student’s flexibility and 
facilitates their understanding of diversity and its 
impact on cities, countries and on the wider European 
culture for education.
The teaching methods focus on collaborative 
learning, based on constructivist and learner-centered 
approach. Teachers act as mediators/facilitators, 
helping students to build their personal perceptions 
and perspectives; thus giving them the chance to work 
actively in demanding but challenging tasks. In this 
way, teachers privilege students activity rather than 

focusing on their own preferences/options. students 
are continually addressed to express needs, concerns 
and thoughts.
Conditions will be created for students to cooperate 
with each other, building questions and guidelines 
regarding their work, and recurrently evaluating 
their participation and its effects/products. This 
cooperation is particularly important between 
students of different Institutions/cultures, so it can 
lead to the acknowledgment of their own educational 
culture and of the richness in meeting and 
articulating with others. Diversity will be celebrated.
Teachers have the responsibility to generate multiple 
opportunities for such learning to take place, so work 
should be organized to promote those chances.
English is the official language.

methodology
Main pedagogical 
and didactical approaches
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Activities undertaken from October 
2010 to July 2011

beFore
StAgE 1 
OCtOBEr 2010

In October 2010, we were informed by our 
National Agency that the IP would have financial 
support. From that moment we started an 
enthusiastic preparation for implementing this IP. 
This preparation included weekly meetings, from 
November 2010, with all EsEI maria ulrich teachers 
involved, to discuss the programs goals, intentions 
and to put the application into practice.

a) 1st October 2011 - Official announcement of the 
applications approval;

b) First Portuguese Team meetings to reflect on the 
IPs application and prepare documentation for its
implementation;

c) sharing ideas about the IP application with our 
partners;

StAgE 2 
NOvEMBEr - DECEMBEr 2010

a) Weekly meetings, from November 2010, with all 
EsEI maria ulrich teachers involved, to discuss the 
programs goals, intentions and to put the application 
into practice;

b) Sharing information, reflections and programming 
details of the IP with our partners.

StAgE 3
JANuAry 2011

a) sending and receiving support documentation to 
and from our partners;

b) selecting students (with selection criteria) – 
Portugal, Italy, sweden;

c) Booking trips; discussing organizational aspects of 
the IP.

From these first meetings, documentation was built to 
share with our partners, with the goal of intensifying 
interaction and detailing their contribution to the IP.

Namely, in the beginning of January 2011, these were 
the suggestions for our partners:

1) To read and study carefully the application Form 
for the IP and the GraNT aGrEEmENT for an 
Erasmus Intensive Programme. This reflexive reading 
should provide a well-defined path to build more 
concrete proposals considering the IP objectives, 
target groups, main activities, expected outputs and 
learning outcomes.

2) select the students who will participate in the 
IP, considering the following criteria: (a) Student’s 
motivation – availability, keenness, enthusiasm, (b) 
academic performance - achievement at home
institution, (c) Lack of opportunities to enrol on a 
programme of Erasmus student’s mobility during 
a minimum period of 3 months (owing to professional, 
financial or other circumstances); (d) Linguistic
competences – level of knowledge of foreign language 
(English, written and spoken).

3) Considering our preparatory work for the IP in 
Lisbon, we suggested starting a Portfolio with the
selected students including the following tasks: 
reading of the main points of the application Form 
2010 for Intensive Programmes (IP); doing an 
individual reflection on the Intensive Programme, 
namely - What comes to your mind concerning the 
IP theme? What does it mean to you? How would you 
like to contribute to the IP? What do you expect to 
learn from it? Please state your doubts and questions.

In this preparatory work, we exchanged ideas and 
concrete aspects of the project implementation with 
our two partners on a regular basis.

StAgE 4 
FEBruAry 2011

a) Starting the IP BLOG - http://ipeducationcity.
wordpress.com/

b) Building of students and teachers Portfolio (Blog)

c) Choosing and disseminating support 
documentation (Blog)

In February, we started our IP blog - http://

ipeducationcity.wordpress.com/ - to enable us to know 
each other closely and share our particular goals 
towards the IP.

StAgE 5 
MArCh 2011

Intense exchange between partners in order to 
prepare all IP details – conceptual/ documental and 
organizational.

during 
StAgE 6 
3 tO 17 APrIl 2011

a) IP Implementation in Lisboa – day-to-day 
programme accomplished;

b) Products (photography, films, PowerPoint’s,...) done 
by students and teachers – participants in the IP;

c) Diary/Journal of the IP in the Blog.

aFter
StAgE 7 
MAy tO July 2011

a) Collecting data from the IP;

b) Analysing and reflecting upon the IPs 
outcomes;

c) sharing information with the partners;

d) Evaluating the IP experience and impact.
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“Non-Places”

as a joint theoretical ground and seminal thought 
for the IP, we choose marc augés book “Non-
Places – an introduction to supermodernity” 
(2008). This recommended reading is groundwork 
for understanding our contemporary life, in what 
concerns “the here and elsewhere”, and especially 
the importance of recognizing the “places and non-
places” in our existing lives.

KEy-IDEAS

marc augé created the phrase "non-place" to refer 
to places of transience that do not hold enough 
significance to be regarded as "places".

Examples of a non-place could be a motorway, a hotel 
room, an airport or a supermarket…

the Anthropological Place

Place – anthropological Place – is [simultaneously] 
a principle of meaning for people who live in it, and 
also a principle of intelligibility for the person who 
observes it. (2008, p. 42)

These places have at least three characteristics in 
common. They must be – people want them to be – 
places of identity, of relations and of history. (2008, p. 
43)

The group is established, assembled and united by the 
identity of the place. (2008, p. 37)

Supermodernity

What is new is not that the world lacks meaning, or 
has little meaning, or less than it use to have; it is that 
we seem to feel an explicit and intense daily need to 
give it meaning: to give meaning to the world, not just 
some village or lineage. This need to give a meaning 
to the present, if not the past, is the price we pay 
for the overabundance of events corresponding to a 
situation we could call “supermodern” to express its 
essential quality: excess. (2008, p. 24)

Excess of Time – overabundance of events in the 
contemporary world…

Excess of space – overabundance of space – 
proliferation of imaged and imaginary references, 
and spectacular acceleration of means of transport. 
multiplication of non-places…

Excess of Ego – individualization of references…

From places to non-places

If a place can be defined as relational, historical and 
concerned with identity, then a space which cannot
be defined as relational, historical or concerned with 
identity will be a non-place. The hypothesis advanced
here is that supermodernity produces non-places, meaning 
places which are not themselves anthropological places 
and which (…) do not integrate the earlier places: instead 
they are listed, classified, promoted to the status of ‘places 
of memory’, and assigned to a circumscribed and specific 
position”. (2008, p.63)

(…) non-places are the real measure of our time…

(…) there are spaces in which the individual feels himself 
to be a spectator without paying much attention to the 
spectacle. as if the positions of spectator were the essence 
of the spectacle, as if basically the spectator in the position 
of a spectator were his own spectacle. (…) The traveler’s 
space may thus be the archetype of non-place. (2008, p.72).

Clearly the word “non-Place” designates two 
complementary but distinct realities: spaces formed in 
relation to certain ends (transport, transit, commerce, 
leisure) and the relations that individuals have with these 
spaces (2008, p.74)

(…) the real non-places of supermodernity – the ones we 
inhabit when we are driving down the motorway,
wandering through the supermarket or sitting in an airport 
lounge waiting for the next flight (…) – have the peculiarity 
that they are defined partly by the words and texts they 
offer us: (…) take the right-hand lane, no smoking, … 
(2008, p. 77)

Language assumes a character of isolation… as if language 
lost its true meaning: thought, exchange, social inclusion, 
sharing...
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timetable of 
the ip  

Sunday
03.04.2011

l students and teachers from Boras university and university of Bologna arrived at the 
Lisbon airport. Portuguese students and teachers welcomed them!
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day 1 - monday
04.04.2011
l Getting to know each other – presentation activities (Patrícia Limpo and Helena Quintela);

l Early Childhood Education and Teacher Training in Portugal, 
EsEI maria ulrich Educational project (ana aires and maria João ataíde); 

l Early Childhood Education and Teacher Training in Italy,
Faculty of Education, university of Bologna Educational project (Elena Pacetti and Beatrice Borghi);

l Early Childhood Education and Teacher Training in sweden, 
university College of Borås - Educational project (monica Hammarnäs, Kristina Bartley and 
matts anderson).
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day 2 - tuesday
05.04.2011
l Clarifying and reflecting upon the IP’s aims and objectives – Ana Teresa Brito (ESEI Maria Ulrich);

l “The city as a classroom” - mats andersson and students (university College of Borås);

l Organizing group work;

l Assigning a specific urban area to each group;

l Sharing significant documentation for the project;

l Looking at Portfolios – sharing ideas and reflections about the IP– Group work;

l reviewing the schedule for the IP;

l sharing important information concerning group work;

l Plan next day’s work.
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alfama

chiado

estrela

graça
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day 3 - Wednesday
06.04.2011
l Visiting Lisbon – Eléctrico 28 (Tram 28);

l recognition of areas to be studied;

l Picnic lunch at Castle of são Jorge (moorish castle that occupies a commanding position overlooking 
the city of Lisbon, atop the highest hill in the historical center of the city).
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day 4 - thursday
07.04.2011
l Groups meet with group leaders: Helena Quintela, Patrícia Limpo, Teresa Meireles and Teresa 
Nunes (EsEI maria ulrich);

l Groups leave to chosen area;

l Individual visit to the chosen area in order to capture its atmosphere (its people, its meeting places 
versus crossing areas) and the urban furniture (monuments, squares, streets, limits and frontiers);

l Group meeting at the chosen area – sharing individual experiences;

l Group meeting in order to design guidelines for collecting the materials (graphic and audio). Gather 
the necessary equipment – EsEI maria ulrich (loft rooms).
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day 5 - Friday
08.04.2011
l Group meeting at the chosen area - Group work with the purpose of observation and immersion in 
the current life of the chosen area – filming; photographing; recording; drawing; painting...;

l starting to develop a group narrative, to be publicly presented to all participating groups 
(15th april).

Weekend
09.04.2011 - 10.04.2011
l  Open days; cultural activities.

day 6 and 7 - monday/tuesday
11.04.2011 - 12.04.2011
l Group meeting in the chosen area – conclusion of group work with the purpose of observation and
immersion in the current life of the chosen Area – filming; photographing; recording; drawing; 
painting...;

l Developing of a narrative to be publicly presented to all participating groups thus enabling them
to become conscious of the limits and potentials of this kind of register as well as of the socializing
potentialities of urban spaces;

l Workshops - art and ICT - support to presentations.
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day 8 - Wednesday
13.04.2011
l Easter Day Out

l Visiting Fátima with all EsEI maria ulrich students and Teachers

l sharing the IP with other students and Teachers from EsEI maria ulrich.

l Group work - Developing of a narrative to be publicly presented to all participating groups.

day 9 - thursday
14.04.2011
l Finalizing the four group narratives to be publicly presented to all participating groups thus enabling 
them to become conscious of the limits and potentials of this kind of register as well as of the socializing 
potentialities of urban spaces;

l Workshops - art and ICT - support to presentations.
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day 10 - Friday
15.04.2011
l  Presentation of each group to all participants;

l Discussion (with the participation of invited EsEI maria ulrich teachers);

l Building on conclusions – integrating similar and different perspectives.
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day 11 - Saturday
16.04.2011
l Closing meeting - final evaluation of the project;

l Projecting future work and initiatives.

Sunday
17.04.2011
l  Departure Day.

group performances
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alFama

‘Alfama is the area that we have been working with. 
We have chosen to focus on experiencing with our 
senses, and our aim has been to do just that, as close 
to a child ś perspective as possible. The presentation 
is about trying to give everyone in the audience a 
possibility to make their own interpretation of their 
alfama, trough hearing, seeing, touching, tasting
and smelling – the five senses. Since we have different 
experiences of cultures, languages and ways of 
working we chose to use a language that is common 
for us all; the five senses.
Experiencing by the senses makes children able to 

performance developed by:

ann-Sofie Fors / chiara gregoris / claudia castellucci / irene banci  
marta lanhoso / natacha Fonseca / Sari andersson / ti karlsson

build their own knowledge and experience, since our 
belief is that this gives awareness.

In the description of the programme we acknowledged 
the importance of us being able to help children 
be active observers and dynamic performers in 
their space and time. For this happening future 
educators and teachers must learn to be mediators 
in the process. For children it is good to be in a 
neighborhood that a environment is not only made for 
children but for the whole community, in order to be 
used educatively.’

‘We are able to use this project as an inspiration 
for the future work with groups and individuals of 
children as Pre-school teachers. We have become 
more aware of the importance of the child ś part as 
an explorer, and active protagonist. We should in 
fact take more care of the ideas and questions that 
children themselves initiate, and use them in our 
pedagogical work.

The city as a classroom can be used variously, for 
example in mathematics, Language, History and 
Nature science, since the materials are already in 
front of us. We are not locked into using the city as a 
classroom for any special age or group, which means 

Impact of the IP in pedagogical contexts

that it is only the needs in the groups that determines 
how we should use the environment.

as professionals we should always ask ourselves the 
didactical questions; What? How? Why? and for 
whom? For instance; What kind of knowledge are 
we searching for? How are we able to proceed? Why 
are we choosing this way (are there others that could 
be more successful, and fit better for the needs of 
the children)? For whom – Is this mainly for me as 
a teacher telling the children what they need, or am 
I in fact creating a pedagogically and didactically 
enrichening environment for the pupils?’
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chiado
performance developed by:

alberta Snelli / debora di Siena / joana pulido / maria ledinski
maria Stella bonaveri / rute coelho / Sofie hellgren / thomas arens Fredin

‘We have to look at the future; 

never forget the past...

The city is like a text that you can read.

a text to feel. It is not only structural.

We need streets to pass; 

we need squares to meet.’
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eStrela
performance developed by:

agnese lamarra / ana isabel gaspar / cristina renzi
esmeralda plessen / johanna andersson / letizia pucci / Vanessa nunes

Places and Non-Places

Our idea is that a non-place can become a place. 
But we have to keep our mind open and be able to 
change perspective. By working outside, the childrens 
point of view grows bigger. They will receive a larger 
understanding of their place in the world. They are 
world citizens. also they get to express themselves 
with using the whole body and senses. The teacher 
can use the environment to create situations of 
learning. You can do maths, History, Geography, 
Language, Chemistry and so on. Instead of bringing 
the city to the classroom we can use the city as a 
classroom.

Performances Building Process

‘We have to respect each others cultures and 
differences. The language is a difficulty and it’s easy 
to misunderstand each other. It’s very good beacuse 
we have to use our body language and that’s a thing 
that can be useful when we are working with children.
(...) It’s all about coming together, sharing ideas and 
embracing the differences between humans. We can 
inspire each other, trade experiences and grow into 
our future professions.’



‘From this project we have learned the importance of 
taking advantage of the environment that we live in. 
To see the possibilities and use those in a pedagogical 
way. We noticed that being in this part of the town, so 
safe, can improve the educational context, letting the 
children much more free to learn by themselves; the 
city, in this way, can be used like a fine place where 
to learn. If the children can be safe in the city, they 
will have the possibility to get in contact with a really 
big portion of the world, with a lot more chances to 
create, invent, much more autonomously.’

Impact of the IP in pedagogical contextsgraÇa

‘Our area is Graça, which lies in the east part of 
Lisboa. Graça is a big area and feels like a little 
village in the big city. It has everything you need for 
your everyday life. When we came to Graça, we felt 
immediately relaxed and safe. That feeling of safety 
became the most important thing for us to share with 
the other groups. 

We want to show the rest of the students how we have 
felt and experienced our given area. We especially 
want to show the others our feelings of being secure 

performance developed by:

claudio orru / elena turrini / joana moreira / linda karlsson
madalena cartucho / maria do carmo palha / marta Salinaro / Sara helander

and safe in the area, because we think that is the most 
significant thing about Graça. We found that Graça 
is a place where people know each other and that 
everybody is caring for their wellbeing. It’s a place 
where most people have lived all their lives and the 
inhabitants feel very much at home in the area. 
Our key idea for the presentation is that we want to 
mix many different ways of showing our feelings and 
experience to the audience in a way that doesn’t make 
them bored. This results in a presentation which is full 
of different techniques that will really be fun to watch.’
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reflecting on the ip first 
year’s accomplishments
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European added value to the level of educational 
content and programming; added value of IP for the
participating institutions.

Our IP doesn’t only aspire to enrich each university or 
higher education institution to the level of educational 
content and programming, but it seeks to build a 
common language between these partner institutions 
and other HEI’s in Europe. The project’s aims, 
methodology, effects, prospects and aspirations point 
to the creation of a European cultural and educational 
identity, based on the synergies of each partner’s 
educational values and resources. This means looking 
at the curricula/subject areas of our institutions 
and understanding how they can be mobilized and 
improved to accomplish this goal. This also means 
changing our perspectives and point of views in 
looking our cities and its educational potentials.

When this proposal was presented to our Erasmus 
partners, there was a mutual understanding of the
benefits of this approach – the resources of our 
European cities are permanently available to multiple
possibilities, even though we frequently neglect them. 
We also believe that for children to find their voices
and sense of belonging to a place – city, country, 
continent, world – they need qualified educators and
teachers that understand this need and that are 
committed to it.

as teachers in HEI and universities in Europe, we 
must understand that college students themselves
frequently need a concrete approach to theses maters 
to be able to act as mediators – we specifically want

our students to be able to feel the need to empower 
children’s rights and voices, proving a fundamental
sense of belonging that gives responsibility to each one 
of us in the creation of more friendly environments
for European children, families and communities.

Definition of results in terms of students ‘skills and the 
alteration / renovation of the teaching-learning
practices at the level of teachers and the institution.

The IP has already enhanced a good experience for 
the renovation of the teaching-learning practices at 
the level of teachers and the institutions. Teachers 
and students working together and bringing their 
expertise to a common project, mobilizes strengths 
and resources in the HEI. The project developed a 
matrix to look at our cities that involves new ways of 
working together – going out of the HEI walls to dive 
in the city life, trying to understand its educational 
potentialities with a multidisciplinary look (different 
subject areas plus different European partners 
involved) gives us the opportunity to go beyond the 
traditional training settings, thus increasing the 
concretization of the IP goals.

The dialogue with others, the possibility of students 
and teachers to be joint actors in the understanding of
the Educational City Potential, is certainly moving 
from traditional teaching to making students be 
subjects and not objects of their own training, of their 
own professional development.

looking at the future - the ips 2nd year…

To promote the students involvement and their 
achievement of the IP goals, we began by asking 
them to start a Portfolio, with the purpose of opening 
a reflective formative path that can be developed 
with the IP’s implementation, empowering students 
to actively build their own learning. assessing 
the development of the students was based on 
this approach as the learning process itself is a 
fundamental part of the IP final products.

evaluation methods focusing on a formative assessment, 
individual or group, reflecting the communication process.

During the IP work, students were asked to discuss 
their thinking about a question or topic in small 
groups, present several possible answers to a question, 
summarize the main ideas they've picked up from an 
assigned reading or filed work.
In this way, evidence about how the student learning 
is progressing was collected during the course of the 
IP so that required changes/ adjustments were made.

The ECTS (EU, 2009) defines learning outcomes as 
statements of what a learner is expected to know,
understand and/or be able to demonstrate after a 
completion of a process of learning.

Because the IP has a strong multidisciplinary 
approach, learning outcomes are associated in its 
several subjects:

- multiple expressions were used as privileged 
languages for observing, describing and 
understanding the city in a creative way. It is our 
aim that this IP may give students, from different 
countries and cultures, the chance to express 
themselves and to work on their own productions 
(using photography, video, drawing, painting, 
modeling,…), in order to communicate their work to 
others. By using art and technology as a form
of describing the world (ourselves, others, space, time, 
feelings…) and, in concrete, the city, we aspire to
encourage students and teachers to intensify their 
capacity of observation and listening so that they can 
be mediators with children helping them use that 
same capacity.

- Observing and listening means enhancing the 
students capacity and their ability to see, feel and 
describe the city and its space, as if it were an 
inhabited narrative (both visual, melodic and made 
of smells and tastes); to understand it as a place 
where it is possible to create close ties between 
people, to experience feelings of belongingness (and 
differentiation) at a personal or collective level; and 
have the possibility of participating in celebrations 
and sharing everyday resources and experiences as 
well as protecting the environment while building a 
memory which can be socially shared.

-Documentation and recording is a crucial 
competence that future educators and teachers 

should practice in order to be able to reflect about 
their educational processes while they are in the 
process and to share best practices with other 
educators/teachers. The possibility of using our blog 
as documentation archive is also an added value to 
the project for it allows sharing what is recorded in 
different ways. Documentation is also the best way to 
give to all actors involved in the educational process 
(educators, children, families, communities) the 
memory of what they realized in terms of products 
and learning competences.

In our contemporary world, the reflection on how to 
make a child-friendly city and empower the children ś
rights to access, safety, inclusion and participation, is 
fundamental.

This is achieved when we are able to work with 
children, reinforcing their rights when it comes to 
their own city and the access to different areas, 
safety, inclusion and how they can influence decisions 
about their city i.e. walk safely, meet friends and play, 
participate in cultural and social events, express their 
opinion on the city they want, be protected from 
violence and abuse (empowering children ś voices).

Other important learning outcomes for finding 
pedagogical resources within urban places and 
building the Education City, are the complementary 
strengths enclosed in the different views concerning 
children and childhood in the European context 
– namely in Portugal, Italy and sweden - from a 
sociological perspective
(different views on children as active, creative social 
agents who produce their unique children’s cultures
and childhood as socially constructed). When it comes 
to child-friendly cities the implementation of the
Convention on Children ś rights is an important 
question to be considered.

Finally, using English as communicative language was 
improved step by step (from reading portfolios to
searching to related bibliography; from communicating 
ideas to working together, sharing and building up 
new ideas), giving students the possibility to express 
themselves in another language and to share a common 
language that were built in the course of the IP.

learning outcomes of the subjects
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‘i have found inspiration in colin Ward´s “the child in the city”. i have experienced the how to use new 
ways of thinking and interpreting what the children need to get autonomous in their city. this project has 
made me aware of the meaning of the sentence, written by colin Ward; “not a city for children but a city 
with children”.’

irene banci (italy)

‘i learned a lot from this project, to respect the opinions of others, to be more tolerant, patient and listen more 
to what others say. With the kids we have to act the same way, because they are all different and listen to 
them is most important. also do not forget the fact that i will always work together with other adults and 
with a team who has ideas, opinions and different ways of working. thanks everyone! i learned and grew 
a lot from this project. i love it!’

natacha Fonseca (portugal)

the ips impact - Sharing some personal experiences

‘the trip has opened my eyes for the possibilities for collaborations over nations. in my notepad i have 
gathered loads of ideas. or to investigate the place and build stories or other actions with input from the 
place. now i am sure to that it is possible! i can imagine in a new way of using the streets.’

ti karlsson (Sweden)

‘i realized how important it is to be positive but also have good organization. above all i am aware of the 
importance of being mentally prepared and to find a compromise in order to realize the final project. all 
group members have a responsibility to work towards finding understanding and serenity in the group.’

chiara gregoris (italy/portugal)

‘i never thought it would have such a big impact in my own values and personality. this experience helped 
me to grow as a person and consequently as a professional.’ 

marta lanhoso (portugal)

‘alfama has a place in my heart, and i have got inspiration in working with the cities as places to explore 
with the children. as professionals we have to stop, listen, let our senses free and explore the surroundings. i 
do not want to be an expert who lectures children – i want to experience with them.’

ann-Sofie Fors (Sweden)

‘i have learned to look at things in my surroundings in a different way and to have more attention on things 
that i have not focused on before (like walls, smells and other little things that are important parts of the 
context in our environment). i firmly believe that in teaching children it is good to start from what they can 
see and feel and this is what we have been doing.’

claudia castellucci (italy)

‘i experience that our differences in cultures and ways of working and organizing, made us clash in some 
ways, but together we work proactively to find compromises so that every group member feltead us into 
proactive. me taking part of the project gives me confidence into my future work, both as a leader and as
an explorer of the children and their perspectives.’

Sari andersson (Sweden)

‘i have learned how hard it can be to express my feelings and thoughts to others in a language which i 
don’t completely master. this experience has given me more knowledge about how to behave in the meet-
ing of children and their parents who come from an different background in Sweden. i understand that 
situation better now when i have experienced those difficulties myself.’ 

linda karlsson (Sweden)

‘a big experience from this project is to work with different cultures, and i think that it could be a great 
experience for children to do that too. maybe don’t go to another country, but as penfriends.’

Sara helander (Sweden)

‘i think that this ip gave me the possibility to express myself and know me better. i reflect of my capacity
to observe the place, the people, the sound, the smell…i would like to take with me this gift and transmit
to other people what i’ve learned, what i’ve felt, what i’m able now to observe. i’ve open my mind to
others methods and other way to express ourselves. this is important also for my future work, because i 
can transmit to children how observe actively the space and how they can use it. this is an important way 
to stay well in the world.’ 

marta Salinaro (italy)
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trying to be guided by feelings and emotions while discovering a place, is an innovative and wonderful
way of knowing deeply a place, a method that we can spend in every situation, especially with children.
So an enormous “thank you” to all the people who organize this ip because it was a really wonderful and
successful experience. 

elena turrini (italy)

in the professional way, the ip programme teaches me how to learn with the environment, to look what
it’s not obvious and to feel the city. i also evolved in the english language what it’s very important. in the
personal way, the ip programme helped me to grow up and to be better in a group with so many different
ideas. i come out from the ip programme with a lot of new points of views and learning and knowing
more about the italians and Swedish’s points of views. thank you ip programme!

joana gomes (portugal)

more: the chance to reason about the city, but also to focus in one of his parts and so to get on it much 
more deeply: touching it and feeling it; to reason about the city as a pedagogical resource but with so many 
fresh and different ideas and points of view.
as a future professional: it strengthened and confirmed the idea to use the city as one of the main 
educational environments: but not only with the “why”, also (and this is really important and i would 
recommend to focus on this in the future) with the “how”. 

claudio orru (italy/portugal) 

‘i discovered many new things in the area of estrela - from several drawings on the sidewalk, the 
magnificent trees, the people, the statues, the multiple lives. in fact, we should not walk “closed” in ourselves, 
we must be available to the world. So we are able to share more, live in community and be happier.
knowledge and learning are always under construction. For this reason i hope to participate again in the 
programme.’

ana gaspar (portugal)

‘in my opinion, this ip was a great experience: i loved every single minute of it!’

Vanessa nunes (portugal)

‘i believe this new experience will be very useful in my future profession as a teacher. everyday i will meet 
people and i have to keep in mind to respect and embrace the differences.’

esmeralda plessen (Sweden)
 

‘i came here with the intention of changing my point of view and luckily i had this opportunity with the ip. 
in fact, i started to think different, to feel more and think less, to use my senses and emotions instead of my 
knowledges. thanks to that, i have a new perspective of what i have around me.’

agnese lamarra (italy)

‘if i had to resume this two weeks with a unique word, i could say “meeting”. i learned that real meetings 
are so exciting but also very difficult. We have to respect ourselves and the person in front of us. the ideas 
were different, the languages also... but we had to walk together in these two weeks, looking for a way to 
live and work together. i really experimented myself like a mediator.
(...) i experimented also that it’s fundamental to express and share ourselves in each situation, in each 
context, if we want to grow. not scared from judgement the other people may have, not scared from our 
limits or difficulties. We have to share ourselves always.
We experimented these things among students but it will be the same with children in a class or in other 
situation of life, like in a family. i’m very glad i have lived these days and learned all these lessons of life.’ 

cristina renzi (italy)

‘i learned about respect, meetings, communication, different thoughts and how i can work with the city 
as a classroom. (...) this opportunity is something i will never forget and i will do it again if i have a new 
chance!!! not regretting a thing’

johanna andersson (Sweden)
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Fundamental reference:

Marc, A. (2008). Non-Places. An Introduction to Supermodernity. London: Verso.

See Blog for other references used in the IP under “documentation”:
http://ipeducationcity.wordpress.com/documentation/first-documents/ 
http://ipeducationcity.wordpress.com/documentation/contribution-documents/:

1. European Network of Child Friendly Cities 2011

2. The Child Friendly Cities research Program 2008

3. Building better cities with children and youtheubrief 2002

4. Building childfriendly cities cfc_booklet_eng 2004

5. Child-in-the-city_en 2008

6. Colin Ward, The Child in the City (1978)
“Colin Ward, Education, Childhood and Environment: a multi-disciplinary day conference”
http://www.educ.cam.ac.uk/events/conferences/colinward/

7. “a shared City. The Political and social Participation of Children”
Available at: http://conference.europoint.eu/childinthecity/pdf/Hart,%20R..pdf)
Website http://childinthecity.com

8. Ian Davies - Education and European Citizenship
- how the different European countries think to build an educational citizenship;
- how it may be involved in training of teachers (history, geography, law, economic, art history…)

9. http://www.lacittadeibambini.org/pubblicazioni/articoli.htm
Francesco Tonucci “La città dei bambini”- “The citizen child”.
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